EXCELLENT TOMATOES VARIETIES for COASTAL GARDENS
MEDIUM to LARGE SIZE TOMATO
*Better Boy - One of the most popular large tomatoes; very productive
*Celebrity - determinate; medium to large size fruit; disease resistant
Champion - medium to large; solid, meaty tomatoes; disease resistant
*Early Girl- early maturing; highly productive; disease resistant
Kellogg’s Breakfast - the LARGEST orange tomato! Low acid and sweet
hSiberian - medium size, determinate, very early producing
hValencia - orange tomato with very smooth skin! Excellent flavor; few seeds
SMALL to MEDIUM SIZE TOMATO
hGlacier - similar to Stupice; early flowering; excellent flavor
hIndigo Rose - fascinating purple and orange tomatoes with a rich, tomato flavor.
*!hOregon Spring - excellent flavor; highly productive
*Patio – dwarf, determinate 18-24” tall; golf-ball sized tomato; great for containers
*San Diego - reliable performer; multi-purpose tomato.
San Francisco Fog - golfball size; excellent salad tomato
*!hStupice – tolerates colder weather; small-med size tomato; excellent flavor
CHERRY or SMALL TOMATO
!hBlack Cherry - tasty, rich, dark red cherry-type tomatoes
*Red Cherry - classic, cherry sized tomato; the largest of the “cherry” types
Red Pear - small, red pear-shaped tomatoes
!*Sungold - VERY SWEET, low acid, orange cherry tomato; abundant harvest
*Sweet 100 - 1” super sweet cherry tomato; heavy yields; high in Vitamin C
Sweet Baby Girl - super sweet, smaller cherry tomato
*Sweet Million - slightly larger than Sweet 100; disease resistant; super sweet
!*Yellow Pear - vigorous vines; abundant yields, great flavor
DETERMINATE VARIETIES (great for containers)
!hAce - med-large, deep red, low-acid tomatoes; disease resistant.
*Celebrity – determinate; medium to large size fruit; disease and crack resistant
Health Kick – juicy plum-shaped tomatoes; very disease resistant; heavy yielding
Husky - compact plant with small to medium-sized tomatoes; disease resistant
!hOregon Spring – highly productive; excellent flavor
*!Patio – dwarf, determinate 18-24“ tall; golf-ball sized tomato; great in pots
hSiberian - medium size, determinate, very early producing
Siletz - nearly seedless; large slicing tomatoes.
Tiny Tim - dwarf tomato plants 10-16” tall; small cherry type tomato
* = good confidence builders for first-time tomato growers
! = Chuck’s favorites
h = heirloom

